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accident, she was _____ hurt. A. gravely B. badly C. barely D.

scarcely2. We took six _____ with us onto the train. A. luggages B.

luggage C. baggages D. pieces of baggage3. John lost his _____ and

fell from the ladder. A. temper B. sense C. balance D. way4. The seal

_____ the ball on its nose. A. balcony B. bait C. baked D. balanced

来源：www.examda.com5. The company went _____ because of its

poor management. A. bankruptcy B. bankrupt C. defeated D.

gabbled6. The marchers carried _____ with the words “No Nuclear

Weapons” A. banners B. bargains C. flags D. barricades7. Although

they plant trees in this area every year, the tops of some hills are still

_____.A. bare B . vacant C. blank D. hollow8. In the market, the

merchants _____ and joked with their friends and neighbors. A.

disputed B. debated C. quarreled D. bargained9. During the

negotiations the opposing faction had us over a _____. A. barren B.

barrier C. barrow D. barrel来源：www.examda.com11. _____ I

agree with your proposals, but there are a few small points id like to

discuss. A. Basically B. Completely C. Prominently D. Mainly12. We

cannot judge a person simply on the _____ of his education. A.

condition B. basis C. principle D. theory13. The electric torch gave

only a faint light because the _____ was almost flat. A. fuel B. current

C. power D. battery14. What he said had not much _____ on the

problem. A. connection B. link C. bearer D. bearing来源



：www.examda.com15. My husband could not be here tonight, but

I want to thank you on his _____. A. behalf B. benefit C. interest D.

welfare16. Some people do not _____ normally when they are

worried. A. believe B. conduct C. behave D. react17. She is already

18 years old, but she _____ as if she were still a little girl. A. believes

B. directs C. behaves D. declares18. She has lost her _____ in God

and no longer thinks that God exists. A. credit B. behavior C. trust

D. belief来源：www.examda.com19. The old man was _____ by

everyone who knew him. A. below B. belonged C. beloved D.

bestowed20. This sonnet was written in memory of his _____ wife.

A. beloved B. bestowed C. belonged D. below 100Test 下载频道开
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